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Abstract 
We consider how a robot may interpret its sensors and 
direct its actions so aa to gain more information about the 
world, and to accomplish manipulation tasks. The key 
diffculty is uncertainty, in the form of noise in sensors, 
error in control, and unmodelled or unknown aspects of the 
environment. Our research focuses on general techniques 
for coping with uncertainty, specifically, to sense the state 
of the task, adapt to changes, and reason to select actions 
to gain information and achieve the god. 

Sensors yield partial information about the world. When 
we interrogate the environment through our sensors, we in 
effect view a projection of the world onto the space of pot+ 
sible sensor values. We investigate the structure of this 
sensor space and its relationship to the world. We obaerve 
that  sensom partition the world into perceptual equivalence 
c l m ,  that can serve w natural “landmarb.” By analyz- 
ing the properties of these equivalence c l m m  we develop 
a ‘lattice” and a “bundle” structure for the information 
available to the robot through sensing and action. This 
yields a framework in which we develop and characterize 
algorithm for sensor-based planning and reasoning. 

1 Introduction 
In recent years, robotia researchers have focused consider- 
able attention on the key problem of uncertainty (at many 
levels): for example, error or noise in modelling, actuation, 
and sensing [LMT, Mason, DW, Brooks, Mat, Brost, Buc, 
Caine, Can, E89, Don, LLS]. The domain of applicabil- 
ity for strate ‘ea for reducing uncertainty, gaining infor- 
mation, and g e c t i n g  actions to accomplish manipulation 
taske U very broad. It includes (for example) manipula- 
tion and mechanical asaembly, mobile robot navigotion and 
planning, and design and layout. 

In sssembly, we may have sensing and control uncer- 
tainty, and sparse or incomplete environmental models. 
Work on synthesizing assembly strategies is particularly 
applicable during finomotion and tight assemblies. Mobile 
robots may have noisy sensors and operate in dynamic, un- 
certain environments. In design for assembly, we wish to 
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develop a physical device that wil l  be functional in a vari- 
ety of physical situations; this ‘variety” may be viewed as 
a parametric form of uncertainty. 

Our main idea is w follows. For r e w n s  of algorithmic 
tractability, much of our previous work has concentrated 
on planning (and execution) that emphasized teochabtl- 
i ly  (the places a robot can reach during an action) while 
using very simple models of recognizability (the places a 
robot can distinguish using sensors). Erdmann first i n t r s  
duced this mathematical distinction in [Erd]. Indeed, some 
foundational work has indeed assumed that recognizability 
(e.g., recognizing attainment of a goal during a continu- 
ous control regime) wzu given by some ‘oracle” and that 
only reachability need be considered [DonSO,ES9,Bri,FHS]. 
This effectively reduces planning to a backwards simulation 
(under control uncertainty), which ia an easier (although 
important) problem. 

However, due to the sensitivity of simulation to mod- 
elling errors, this focus on reachability tightly coupled the 
planning process to relatively accurate models of the en- 
vironment. To consider sparse or incomplete. models of 
the environment, or mobile robots operatin in very un- 
certain and dynamic domains, we take a ifferent tack. 
In very uncertain domains, reachability computations (i.e., 
forward- and back-simulations) are essentially valid only 1- 
c d y ,  since they can only rely on local models of the world. 
We are trying to develop a framework for sensing and ac- 
tion in which recognizability is the “senior” partner. To 
say this precisely: in previous work, we attempted in effect 
to ‘reduce” reco nizability computations to reachability 
computations. Efence, the fundamental geometric build- 
ing blocks for this theory were the reachable sets (from 
some initial conditions, under particular controls). Since 
these sets had considerable algebraic and geometric struc- 
ture, geometric algorithms could be obtained to generate 
control and sensing strategies-plane, if you will. 

In this paper we propose a theory of planning, sens- 
ing and action in which the fundamental building blocks 
are, in effect, the ‘recognizable sets”-that is, the places 
in the world that the robot can recognize and distinguish 
between. To this end we observe that viewing the world 
through sensors partitions the world (locally) into ‘percep 
tual equivalence classea.”’ The  more information the sen- 
sors provide, the “liner’’ this partition is. Various possible 
partitions of the world fit into alattice structure (where one 
partition is “higher” than another if it is finer). This lat- 

IThis term WM suggested to w by Dan Huttenlocher. 
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tice structure captures the information or knowledge state 
about the world; the lattice ia related to the “version space” 
of Mitchell wit] .  The recognizable sets are related to the 
“signature neighborhoods” in w C ] .  They are called %en- 
sor equivalence clwaea” in [CMM], and “perceptual aliases“ 
in [BW, SI. 

Hence, a particular partition of the world into percep 
tual equivalence classee is an entry in the lattice. Sensing 
actions that “gain information” allow us to ascend to a 
“higher” (hence finer) partition in the lattice. Motion of 
the robot (in general) may induce a move between per- 
ceptual equivalence classes in the same partition. If the 
motion ‘gains” information, then we ascend in the lattice 
BP well. Of course, it is possible for actions (and even sens- 
ing operations) to Yose” information (descend to a more 
ambiguous partition) a.9 well. For example, if the robot ia 
touching a wall  and breaks contact, then the uncertainty 
in the robot’s position may be increased. 

Using this theory we develop notions of task-directed 
planning and show how history can be used to direct ac- 
tions and gain information. We investigate the structure 
of the recognizability lattice and its relationship to the 
world. We consider how to compute perceptual equiv- 
alence clasecs both from a geometric world model,’ and 
without a model, incrementally, from the world. Finally, 
we’ll investigate mathematical properties that can help the 
robot generate disambiguating strategiea to gain informa- 
tion about the world to accomplish a task. We believe our 
framework is useful in understanding, programming, and 
planning for other mobots, such as Mataric’s [Mat] robot 
Toto M well. We are implementing our theories on a mo- 
bile autonomous platform equipped with sensors and sev- 
eral Cornell Generic Controllers in a ring-network [OdD; 
BSD]. Connections with experimental work appear in the 
full version of t b  paper, PJ]. 

2 Perceptual Equiv. Classes 
2.1 Quotient Structure 
To illustrate our ideas we wil l  develop a general albeit 
somewhat simplified model of sensing. In a particular, we 
will develop examplea of perceptual equivalence classes and 
their structure. On a real mobot our examplea generalize, 
but are more complicated PJ]. 

One key observation is that there are places in the en- 
vironment that are distinct, yet appear the same when 
viewed through the robot’s sensors. For example, consider 
an (idealized) mobile robot with a range sensor.’ Suppose 
the range sensor only ontputa d k r e t e  range values, so that 

we’ll model the robot’s senaing operations M fo owe S u p  
pose the robot b at a Axed conflgnration 2, and it points 
the range sensor in direction B (which it knows). See fig. 
1. Consider a point 8 in the world, which is in direction 
0 from E. We imagine the robot Yinterrogating” y. We 
can represent the ~ e m r  %due” for 8 M being one of the 
following (oee fig. 2): 

ohstade at y and there 

objects d length nnib away register M value id] .  . Now, 

1. An integer LdJ, if there is 
are no obstacles on the line segment [I, y). 

’By world model we mean an a priori geometric represen- 
tation of the robot’s enviroament; for example, a CAD solid 
model provided by a human. Our robots could never build such 
a model, since it would contain imperceptible and hence un- 
constructible featura. In particular, o w  E-encoded RR-gtoph 
(below) ir not a world model, but a knowledgweprrrentation 
of mnmr and control history. 

‘There an other ways to present this example, of course. 

a 

Figure 1: A mobile robot at configuration z is pointing its 
range finder in orientation 0 to interrogate a point y in the 
environment. 

I 

Figure 2: Conaider points vi in the world, which are in direc- 
tion 0 from r .  We imagine the robot “interrogating” y; by point- 
ing the sensor in direction 0. In this example, there is an ob- 
stacle at M, which ir distance d from 2. We have pz (e, yl ) = 0, 
P , ( O , ~ )  = PI, P z ( e , M )  = W. 

2. The value 0 if there are no obstacles on the line seg- 

3. The value 00 if there is another obstacle on the line 

If Zt denotes the non-negative integers, we can view the 

ment [z, y]. 

segment [z, y). 

space B of sensor values bp 

Hence we can define our sensor as a mapping p , ( B ,  y) = b 
for b in B. It is clear that this mapping induces a par- 
tition of the world into equivalence classes of points that 
will appear the same under the sensor. These equivalence 
classes are conceptually sketched in fig. 3. If we disregard 
0, two obstacles a t  roughly distance d will appear the same, 
even if they are a t  different angular locations. (The reader 
should not be alarmed; we will take 0 into account later 
and use it to discriminate among the equivalence classes in 
fig. 3.) In this cwe, the perceptual equivalence classes are 
the unit annuli centered on z with integral inner and outer 
radii. (We view the unit disk centered on z as a kind of 
degenerate annulus). 

Now, it is clear how the equivalence classes in fig. 3 
arise. The equivalence clastea form a partition of the world 
(points y in M). Theequivalence relation is that the points 
yield the same sensor reading when viewed or “projected“ 
through p z ;  compare [C]. Finally, it is clear that p z  is a 

B = z+ U { 0, 00 } . (1) 
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Figure 3: If we disregard 0, two obstacla at roughly distance 
d will appear the M m e ,  even if they are at different angular 
locations. Hence, since p.(yz, 6 )  = ps(y4 ,e’), vz and y4 are in 
the same perceptual equivdence class. 

kind of quotient map, and that the equivalence classes are 
induced by p . .  They are generated by the inverse images 
{ p; ‘ (b )  } for sensor values b in B. 

We now elaborate on this point. We view the mapping 
p a  as follows. Let S1 denote the unit circle, so we may say 
8 E S‘. We view points y in the world as living in a space 
we denote m M. Here, M is the plane 92’. 

p z  : M x S ‘  4 B 
(2) (I/,@) c b. 

Let rM be the natural projection of S‘ x M onto M ,  so 
r M ( y , 8 )  = 1. We now see the following 

Definition 3.1 At a fized configuration 2, the perceptual 
equivalence classes are classified by the sets of the form 

for a sensor value b in B.  

Now, i t  is easy to extend our example to take 8, the di- 
rection of the sensor, into account. By remembering 8, the 
robot may distinguish points within one annulus. In this 
case the perceptual equivalence clssees will be finer, and 
are conceptually sketched in fig. 4. Here partition of the 
world (around z) is finer than in fig. 3, and the perceptual 
equivalence classes are isomorphic to radial line-se ments 
of unit length at  orientation 8 and integral distance kom 2. 

Now, we note that the partition of M in fig. 4 is finer 
than the partition in fig. 3. Corresponding to this finer 
partition is a %er“ map‘ p:  which takes 8 into account 
in the natural way. Intuitively, p:  should be be a quotient 
map p a  x id,, that induces the partition into perceptual 
equivalence classes depicted in fig. 4, by using information 
about 8 to disambiguate objects at the same distance but 
at a different relative orientation. 

rM P i 1  ( b )  (3) 

2.2 Lattice Structure 
A fundamental question in characterizing the utility of a 
robot strategy is: what information is gained (or lost) by 
thia strategy? More generally, one wishes to represent the 
knowledge of the robot’s state before and after an action, 
and to measure, or compare the knowledge states in ow 
der to determine whether uncertainty as increased or d e  
creased. 

‘Throughout, we use map to mean a mathematical function, 
not a representation for the robot’s spatial environment. 

Figure 4: Suppose the robot uses 0, the direction in which the 
s e ~ o r  is pointing, to distinguish between obrtaclcs at the same 
distance, but at a different relative orienbticn. Then the world 
(around r )  is divided into a finer partition than in fig. 3. Each 
equivalence d a ~  lia on a line through z, has unit length, and 
starts and ends at an intezral distance from r .  

The situation we encountered in sec. 2.1 is an exam- 
ple of a more general phenomenon. Let us introduce this 
phenomenon by contrasting our problem of robot strategy 
synthesis under large uncertainties with another, drasti- 
cally easier problem: the gross motion planning problem 
with no uncertainty (perfect control, sensing, and models). 
In this problem, the state of the robot may be represented 
as a point in a configuration space. Thus moving from a 
start to a goal point may be viewed a.9 findin an arc in 
free space connectin the two points. Since t i e  robot is 
assumed to have perfect control and sensing, any such arc 
may be reliably executed once it is found. In particular, 
given a candidate arc, it may be tested. That  is, motion 
along the arc may be simulated to see whether it is colli- 
sion free. For example, an algebraic curve may be inter- 
sected with semi-algebraic sets defining the configuration 
space obstacles. In the presence of uncertainty, however, 
we cannot simply simulate a motion strategy to verify it. 
Instead, we need some technique for simulating all possible 
orbitr, or evolutions of the robot system, under any possi- 
ble choice of the uncertain  parameter^.^ With sensing and 
control uncertainty, the s ta te  of &he robot must be viewed 
as a subset of the configuration space. Motions, then, can 
be viewed as mappings between these subsets. 

As an example, consider fig. 5, a sketch of the area in 
front of my office. Three corridors, labeled Left (L) ,  Up 
(U), and Right (R) connect at an area near my office door 
(D).  The top figure denotes the idealized model of the 
world, M .  This nei hborhood may be segmented into per- 
ceptually distinguisfable equivalence classes as in sec. 2.1. 
Depending on the resolution and accuracy of the sensing, 
the equivalence classes might look like { L , U ,  R,  D )  (see 
fig. 5 ) .  So one motion might move the robot from L to 
D and another might move fiom D to U. Hence, together 
with the partition of M into recognizable classes, we ob- 
tain a ‘reachability graph” whose vertices are perceptual 
equivalence classes (what we call the recognizablesets), and 
whose edges are labeled with motions or strategies. The 
edges may be directed if the motion is not reversible. The 
connectivity of this graph might be (for example): 

5That is, we need some method that can bound all possille 
behavion of the system. 
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Figure 5: A sketch of the area in front of my ofice door, and 
Dart  of the lattice of knonledne states. Thin lattice i8 (6).  

U 

I 
L - D - R .  

(4) 

2.2.1 Reachability Graphs of Recogniz- 

The reachability relationship ia the natural analogue of 
path-connectivity. We call a graph such aa in (4) an RR- 
graph, which stands for a reachabilitygraph of the recognit 
able sets. .Hence it is clear that m.otion of the.robot induces 
a motion m the RR-graph. Viewmg the motion in the RR- 
graph M a ”mapping”, we call it a reachability map. Each 
reachability map corresponds to a connected sequence’of 
edgea in the RR-graph. An example of a reachability map 
is: a strategy (or motion) U takes the robot from class D 
toclsss L. Wedenote thia by D A L .  

However, not dl motions will b’, aa uwell-behaved” aa a 
motion such M (for example) D-L. Suppose that due 
to uncertainty in control and sensing, we cannot guarantee 
that we will move to L,  but that it ia p i b l e  that we 
remain in D, or even move to U ‘by mistake.” Suppose 
further that after executing the motion (cdl it v ) ,  we can 
tell (by senaing) whether or not we are still in D, but that 
L and U will be indistinguishable. 

In thia c u e  we have the transition D A {  D, LU }, where 
LU denotea the union of eta L and U .  In essence, this 
means that after executing the strategy v ,  we know the 
robot L in D, or it b in L or U (but we don’t know which 

Now, deu ly  the motion U descends to a state of knowl- 
edge that ia lesa certain. We have the followin idea for 
how to measure thia change in information of t f e  knowl- 
edge state. We imagine another partition of M into the 
perceptual quivalence clasees { LU, R, D } .  This means 
that L and U are perceptually indistinguishable in the new 
partition. It should be clear that such a partition, in which 
there is lesa information about the world and the percep 
t u d  quivdence classes are larger could arise naturally due 

able Sets 

of L or U). 

to less accurate sensing, and its existence is independent 
of strategies and motions like w. 

First, we remark that each new partition such M 
{ LU,R,  D }  comes equipped with its own RR-graph. 
E#ence, we can think of the transition D A {  D, LU } M 
s i n g  the composition of two mappings: a forgetfuf map 
and a reachability map: 

1. The first map descends in the lattice shown in (6). It 
is a map from one partition to a less fine partition. 
This map is specified by: 

{ L , u , R , D )  - { L u , R , D }  
L c LU 
U c LU ( 5 )  
R c R 
D c D. 

We call the map ( 5 )  the forgetful map, since it loses 
information (and “forgets” whether we were in L or 
U),  It is clear that for any two partitions U and V ,  if 
U is finer than V ,  then there is a well-defined forgetful 
map from U to V .  

2. The second map is simply a reachability map in 
the less fine partition { LU,R,  D } .  That is, it is a 
self-map of { LU, R ,  D}. In this case it takes (non- 
deterministically) D to D or D to LU. 

Hence, in the same way that sensing operations that 
provide more information will “ucend” to a finer parti- 
tion, it is clear that motion strategies can “descend” to 
a less fine partition (with less information). Of course, 
motion strategies can also gain information; for example, 
they can use compliant motion or wall-following to reduce 
uncertainty [Don]. 

2.2.2 The Lattice of Perceptual Equivalence 
Classes 

One might think that strategies that lose information are 
to be avoided; however, sometimes they are necessary since 
attaining some god may require descending to a more am- 
biguous state that contains the goal aa one possibility (e.g. 
aa a subset). To investigate this situation, we must better 
understand the relationship between partitions. 

Consider the new partition { LU, R ,  D } .  Clearly, the 
new partition is ‘less fine” than { L ,  U, R ,  D } in the same 
sense that the partition in fi . 3 is less fine than fig. 4. 
We denote this relationship o! Winer partition” by placing 
{ LU, R, D } lower than { L ,  U, R ,  D } in the lattice shown 
in fig. 5. There are other partitions we could imagine, 
such as { L,  U R ,  D ] that are incomparable in fineness to 
{ LU, R, D } but are both finer than (say) { LUR,  D } and 
lesa fine than { L ,  U, R, D }: 

M 
1 

We think of a partition V as ”including” in a finer one 
U and since we think of the arrow relationships in (6)  as 
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Figure 6: Illustration of the inclusion map. V is the par- 
tition obtained by a sensing strategy that merely interrogata 
the dirtrace of objects. 3 models a “better“ d n  strategy 
that interrogata the relative orientation 8 aa well. ‘!he image 
of equivdence c h  V E V rill be a set U E U of the form 
U = V n r(z,6), where r(r,O) is the ray from z in direction 8 .  

being like inclusion maps, we will call them inclusions.” 

2.3 Inclusion Maps Model Sensing 
Strategies 

Now, consider sec. 2.1, and figs. 3 and 4 in particular. Sup 
pose that  the partition shown in fig. 4 is denoted U, and 
fig. 3 L denoted V .  Then by the observation above, there 
i an inclusion J : V 4 U. What is the nature of this inclu- 
sion J? The map J takes a coarse perceptual equivalence 
c l w  V (in this case, an annulus) to a %ne” equivalence 
c l a ~  U (a Line aegment, as shown in fig. 6). 

Now, which line se ment U is the image of V? Clearly, 
we must have U c $. In physical terms, the answer de- 
pends on 8. Here i the key point: passing from the coarser 
partition to the finer one correspondr to gaining informa- 
tion. The information is gained by using another sensor, or 
a better sensor, or by interpreting the information in the 
sensor better. We name this process, and call it the ap- 
pliccrtwn of renring opcmtion J .  The image U of V under 
J i the result of applying operation J to the known state 
V. That  i, the image wil l  depend on the ‘betkr” sensing 
strategy’s outcome. The manner in which V is refined into 
eome (sub)& U depends on the exact state of the world 
and the result of the sensor operation. 

However, even thongh we cannot always predict, ahead 
of time, what j ( V )  wil l  be, we may be able to characterize 
thb set in eome way. For example, ruppoae V is the unit 
annulus with integral inner radius d. U will depend on B 
(which ‘”an). V and 8 completely characterize U ,  
and yet 8 ia unknown before applying J .  Let r(z ,8)  be the 
ray from z in direction 8. Then r e  know that 

Hence, we have a complete classification of the kind of 
set that can result from applying operation 1. Facts de- 
duced from this d d c a t i o n - c . g .  she, shape, dimensions, 
boundkcan be used in decidin whether performing the 
operation and increasing the information about the state 

e note that these inclusions naturally model the a 9  
plication of a mnaing strategy that gain8 information. An 

genera, given two distinct partitiom U and V of M into 
perceptud equivdence c h  U = { U, } and V = { V, }, either 
U or Y will be h e r ,  or they will be incomparable. 

j(v) = U = v n t(z, e ) .  

i lffd. 

inclusion maps from a partition to a finer one. The image of 
a particular knowledge state under the inclusion depends 
on the result of the operation and cannot necessarily be 
predicted in advance of trying the sensing strategy. (In 
this sense they are “dual” to motion strategies under un- 
certainty). However, using knowledge of the sensors, often 
the space of recognizable sets (in this caae, U) can be char- 
acterized, and this characterization can be used in planning 
and choosing actions. 

2.4 The Local Quotient is a Bundle 
A key phenomenon of sensing is that the robot’s perception 
of the environment changes when the robot has moved. For 
example, suppose z and z are configurations of the robot, 
and z is “far” from E. Then from 2, objects in the world 
“near” t appear finely distinguished, while objects in the 
world near z d blur together. When the world is viewed 
from I, the situation is reversed: objects near z appear 
finely interdifferentiated, while the environment near t is 
identified to a single perceptual equivalence class. We con- 
sider varying a configuration 4 from t to z along a path 
connecting the two points. This defines a family of local 
sensing maps { ps }. Each map locally defines a partition 
of the world into perceptual equivalence classes (and an 
RR-graph); this “sequence” of RR-graphs “converges” to 
the RR-graph “at I” aa 4 + z and ps - p . .  We wish 
to paste together these local maps { p+ } to get ii “global” 
sensing map, which will be a bundle. The bundle, when 
suitably restricted, will yield the local quotient maps like 
P a .  

For a fixed configuration 4, we have a sensing map snch 
aa p+  described in some detail above (for example, p+ is 
like p a  or p i  in (2)). We ‘globalize” p~ as follows: 

Deflnit ion 2.1 The world sensing bundle p is given b y  

(7)  
p : M x C  - B 

(Y,O) - P4V). 
Now, let rc be the natural projection of M x C onto C, 

so rC (y, 4) = 4. Hence both p and xc are fibrations. We 
construct the diagram 

It is not hard to sec the following property, which yields 
the desired local quotient structure we promised: 

Proposition 2.3 The map p ir locally a quotient map; 
i.e., it k a quotient on each fibre ri‘(q5) of rC. 

When we have a robot fixed at  one configuration, the 
definition of perceptual equivalence claeses we adopted in 
2.1 is sensible. Now, we wish somehow to generalize the 
kind of definition in 2.1 to the case of the bundle p. We can 
do this by passing to the configuration space C of the robot, 
and define an equivalence relation on this space that defines 
what it means for two places to ’look the same.m This 
essentially means that t o  construct global representations 
of perceptual equivalence cissees, we pass to “robo-centric“ 
coordinates (configuration space). 

To make sense of t h i  definition, it helps to bear in mind 
the following: 

1. The configuration space C includes the control pa- 
rameters of the acnson (e.g. aim of the rangefinder), 
and knowledge of these parameter values is encoded 
in the sensor space B. 
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2. Sensor noise is modelled by passing to set-valued func- 
tions. That is, we consider p&) to be a subset of B,  
representing a bound on all possible sensor vdues. In 
general, this can destroy the transitivity of, for exam- 
ple, def. 2.4 (below), but the reflexivity and symmetry 
are retained. B e n a  a definition like 2.4 becomes anal- 
ogous to the “adJacency” relation, and its transitive 
closure analogous to aconnettedncss”. This issue is 
subtle. Even though noise can destroy transitivity, 
we still use the term perceptual equivalence class to 
iliuminate connections with previous work WC, BW, 
S, CMM], which  use^ the term sensory equivalence. 
While these ideas cover the basic approach to dealing 
with noise and uncertainty, there is much more to be 
said; see [DJ]. 

Definition 1.4 Fiz  a sensor value b E B.  We call a sub- 
set  S of configuration spoce C a configuration space per- 
ceptual equivalence’ class (or simply C-Perceptual Equiv- 
alence C l w )  when for each configuration 4 in S ,  t h e n  
en’sts some point ve in the world M such that p & ~ )  = b. 

If we imsgine the robot living in confi uration space C, 
the placea relevant to the robot wiU be $aces in that con- 
figuration space. This definition tells w what it means for 
two places to appear the same; it defines what it mema to 
be a perceptud equivalence clam in configuration space. 

2.5 C-Space Perceptual Equiv. Classes 
We wish to formdize the construction of the C-perceptud 
equivdence classes, to obtain a way to generate and d w i f y  
them in generd. 

Lemma a.6 The man’mal C-Perceptual Equivalena 
Classes under definition .?.A a n  the cella in the a m n g e -  
ment genemted by the setu 

forb E B .  

We will later   SCUM how this d u d c a t i o n  lemma leads 
to an dgonthm for computing the recognuable sets in con- 
figuration space. 

2.6 History is Important 
We use the term senuor hiutory to denote a mapping from 
time to sensor vdues, or any Yiubect” of thio function, that 
the robot remembers. Similarly, we use the term contrd 
historyfor the mapping from time to commanded control. 
Both can be immensely lwfpl in robot strategies [E]. Con- 
sider an robot that must follow nab, in a typical office 
building. Suppooe it CWI dirtingubh corners from straight 
hdlwayr, but cannot tell, say, a north from a west wall. If 
the robot s t a rb  near wall L (e.g. U in fig. 5) and m & a  
1 or 2 t u n a  (following w&), it csn know that it has 
not r e l n c o u n k d  L, even though the nea ra t  wall now 
(say, U) is locally perceptually indistinguishable from L. 
Thia reasoning ir accomplished Using SeMin.5 and control 
history, represented by a reachability map (2.2.1). Effec- 
tively, history rmits 1u to w e n d  to a finer partition, in 
which U and f i e  distinguishable. 

Aa another example, conaider fig. 6, illustrating a puti-  
tion V m d  a finer partition U related by an inclusion map 
1, which mod& the a priori availability of better sensing 

‘But see point 2, above. 

information (namely, orientation). Assume that sensing 6 
is impossible. This places us in the coarse partition V .  Now 
suppose control history ia available. For example, coarse 
antral hiatory o’ ( t )  might approximately “remember” the 
Ammanded motion direction ~ ( t )  f 45’. Our inability to 
sense 0 makes the inclusion map 1 unavailable directly; 
hence, the finer partition U ia apparently unimaginable. 
However, our a priori knowledge of V plus control history 
u ’ ( t )  permits us to “lift” to the partition U “maaudy”-  
that ia to construct an inclusion map like 1 from the evi- 
dence ( U , v ’ ( t ) ) .  See [DJ] for detaib of the construction. 
Hence, we can pass to a finer partition U and reason about 
sensin and action there. This example dustrates a quite 
generaIf phenomenon. There is much more to be said about 
the “lifting” ability history admits; for a mathematical for- 
malization see [DJ]. 

3 Computing C-Perceptual 
Equivalence Classes 

One may invest’ ate our theory by picking a particular 
world model, an? then asking what are the C-perceptual 
equivalence cl- given some representation of the world 
sensing bundle p ) .  This does not mean that our approach 
is limited to c w s  where a world model is available (see 
sec. 4 below). Instead, we merely suggest that the con- 
struction of the Gperceptud equivalence classes should be 
studied in the cnse where a model ia known, and that these 
“ m a p ”  provide invduable data on the structure of the 
recognizable sets. Finally, the ability to construct the C- 
perce t u d  equivalence classea aad RR-graphs from a world 
modJwiU in qxl be ful in those structured situations 
where a mod9 Y a v d s e .  

Our basic result b: when (1) the sensor space B is finite, 
(2) the geometry of the world can be encoded as a solid 
model, and (3) we can ‘write down” the world sensing bun- 
dle p so that an algorithm can manipulate it,  then the C- 
perceptud equivalence cl- are efficiently computable. 
Note that the finite sensor space B could be obtained by 
breaking up a continuow sensor space into a finite number 
of equivalence cl-. A comment on (3): we will assume 
that we can write down the geometric world model and the 
map p uaiug the language of semi-dgebraic sets. In [DJ] 
we argue that thia is reasonable, and not very restnctive. 
We cm ahow: 

Lemma 3.1 [DJ] Suppose that B iu finite and contains 
n valuer, and that M and C are algebmic and each has 
dimenuion d .  Then the Eperceptual equivalence classes 
can be computed in time polpomial  in n and ezponential 
in d .  

Aa a corollary, we see that “sensor fusion” (adding new 
sensors and oensor vdues) is hence polynomial-time, since 
adding seneor vdues only increases n. Findly, we note 
that if our modelling ia adequate to predict (simulate) the 
outcome of motion strategies (under uncertainty), then, 
having conatructed the CPerceptud  equivalence classes 
using the algorithm above, then we can construct an 
RR-graph whose edges denote guaranteed or strong (in- 
stead of poruible or w e d )  reachability. Algorithms for this 
problem are sometimen called forward projection (under 
uncertainty), and have been developed, for example, in 
(Erd,Buc,DOn,Can]. The aseumption that we CM compute 
accurate forward projections U rather strong (in the mobot 
domain) but may be poeeible in semi-structured environ- 
ments, such U mechanicd parts awcmbly. 
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4 Incremental Computation 
Suppoee the robot h m  no model of the world, but it wishes 
to build up a reachability graph of the recognizable places. 
Incremental computation of RR-Graphs and C-Perceptual 
Equivalence CIS proceeds in the obvious way: the C- 
perceptual equivalence classes are completely classified by 
the sets { rcp-l(b)}, for b E B (lemma 2.5). Hence they 
are completely determined by the aenaor values b. Let us 
imagine that B is discrete, or a t  least that  it is the quotient 
of the true “continuous” sensing 8 p a c M . g .  that we have 
broken the sensing space into r e g i o ~  that are close enough 
to “look the same.” Suppose the robot starts out sensing 
some value bo. It moves, performing action v. The sensors 
now read b l .  Hence the robot can build the graph boe-bl, 
which of course is shorthand for r,p-’(bo)Lr,p-’(bl). 
The latter is a (weak) reachability edge in the RR-graph. 
At any rate, subsequent moves add more edges to the RR- 
graph, which is the robot’s representation of the recog- 
nizable places and the reachability relationships between 
them. We call the resulting structure a B-encoded RR- 
graph. “Planning” then reduces to a search of the RR- 
graph-without reconstruction (definition 4.1 below) or a 
“built-in” world model, this is the only type of planning 
possible. See, for example, ma t ] .  Note that in general, we 
may consider the RR-graph to be only partially known. 

There is much more to be said about our framework 
in the absence of world models. For example: Given a 
bundle p : E -. B we call a map s : B --. E a section of 
p if p o s is the identity on B .  A section is called “local” 
if it is only defined on a neighborhood U of B. Suppose 
we have a partid or incomplete model of the geometry 
of the world, and a partial or incomplete characterization 
of the tumor map p. In our view, a “small number” of 
re embered sensor values and contro valuea defines a kind 
offocd section of the world sensing bundle p : C x M -. 
B. That  is, this history and a partial model permits us 
to  hypothenbe a correspondence between current aensor 
values (and d.0 “nearby” aenbor values) and objects in 
the world. Hence history in general generates a ‘‘family” 
of theac sections { r t  ), parameterized by time. This allows 
us to define a computational problem that .is related to 
what others have called “mapmaking” in mobile robotics: 

Definition 4.1 The reconstruction problem in or followr. 
Given a portid world model of geometric and physical ob- 
stacles in M, that “projectr” to renror valuer by a world 
senring bundlep : C x  M 4 B ,  conrtruct an approzimation 
to the inverse map p-’ from a family of rectionr { 8, }. 

We view the value of reconstruction M a key topic of 
debate in aaalyaing “reactive” systems. In a way, recon- 
struction is a hybrid of “drssical” planning (planning with 
world modeb) and rcrctive planning (planning with min- 
imal modeb). Need a robot need reconstruct in order 
to be. suc&ul? Can we .characterize which tasks and 
d o m u  r e q m  nconrtruction, m d  to what degree recon- 
struction cm be ignored? These issues (since they concern 
the importance and utility of the map p-’) are “dud” to 
questions of the importance of world modeb. That  is, one 
may independently ask (for a task or domain): (I) Are 
world modeh nquind? How much of a model ir neces- 
sary? and (2) I r  reconstruction required? How good an 
approzimation ofp“ in necerrary?. Finally, we coqiectup 
the following: (3) Reactive systems do not reconstruct, or 
reconstruct minimally. A mearure of “reactivity” may be 
how little the map p-l is approzimated, constructed, or 
U s d .  
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5 Conclusions 
We considered how a robot may interpret its sensors and 
direct its actions so as to gain more information about the 
world, and to accomplish manipulation tasks. We observed 
that sensing forces us to view the world through a kind of 
projection, and that the information loss in this projection 
divides the world into perceptual equivalence classes. 

We identify global landmarks, which are the recogniz- 
able sets in configuration space, the Cperceptual equiva- 
lence cl-. We can compute them, given a world model, 
and we developed efficient al orithms for doing so. In the 
absence of a model, these “findmarks” can be acquired 
incrementally, through exploration. A graph of these ex- 
plorations, the RR-graph, encodes the reachability rela- 
tionships between the recognizable sets. Again, it may be 
computed from a model, but in the absence of a model we 
can “encode” it using the sensor values and history alone. 
For a sensor space B, we call this a “E-encoding” of an RR- 
graph. This representation seems ideal for mobots with 
minimal modeb. 

RR-graphs and C-perceptual equivalence classes are sim- 
ple concepts; these recognizable sets form the basic build- 
ing blocks for our theory. These landmarks, or recognizable 
sets-that is, the places in the world that the robot can 
recognize and distinguish between-have structure we can 
exploit in developing sensor-based planning algorithms. In 
particular, the interaction of the lattice and history is sub 
tle and can be used to plan or program sophisticated strate- 
gies for achieving goals and accomplishing tasks. 

Our goal is to develop a framework for reacloning and 
plannin in the presence of uncertainty, and, in particu- 
lar, wit[ minimal models. We believe our ideas CM help 
a robot t o  determine what information is required to solve 
a task, and what actions help acquire that information to 
solve it. It is as0 our hope that this framework is use- 
ful in a broad class of domains, and can be thought of 
as a programming and planning paradigm for reasoning 
about about uncert-n and unknown environments. We are 
currently implementing our ideas on a mobde autonomous 
platform, and developing the capability to construct, com- 
pute, and recognize perceptual equivalence classes, to plan 
and r e m n  using them, and in particular, to exploit the 
lattice, bundle, RR-graph, and history structures and idgo- 
rithms described here. For a description of our architecture 
and hardware, see [OdD, BSD]. 

6 Previous Work 
Many of the issues in this paper have been encountered or 
have precursors in earlier work. Due to space limitations, 
we can mention only a small number of these. 

Strategies for coping with uncertainty, and reasoning 
about reachable and recognizable sets has been a theme in 
robotics research for many years. See, for example: [LMT, 
E89, Don, Broat, Bri, DW]. Reactive systems, behavior- 
based robots, and the subsumption architecture are d k  
cussed in [Brooks 19851, [Mat], [MC]. The last describes 
the use of reinforcement learning in the mobile robot do- 
main. [Dufay and Latombe] implemented a system which 
addresses learning in the domain of robot motion plan- 
ning with uncertainty. In work on learning manipulation 
strategies, [CMM] identifies perceptual equivalence classes 
as consequences of imperfect sensing, which may be viewed 
as a projection C]. [WB] and [SI discuss perceptual and 
model aliasing. b ur lattice is reminiscent of Mitchell’s wer- 
sion space [Mit]. Finally, we believe the ideas in [RI to be 
of considerable relevance. 
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